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Re-Constructing Femininities: Perverting Performance in 
Hannahlisa Kunyik’s Susanne fotografiert mich beim 
Bade (2011/2012/2018)

_Abstract

“If representational visibility equals power, then almost-naked young white women 
should be running Western culture.”1 Peggy Phelan’s witty quote perfectly sums up 
the imbalance between in_visibility and (political) agency. One example of being 
hypervisibly naked while at the same time lacking agency is the subject of Susanna 
bathing, which, emerging from the Old Testament Bible story Susanna and the El-
ders, is one of the best-known and most-cited motifs of Western art history. In the 
intermedial installation  Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade  (2011/2012/2018) by 
Viennese artist Hannahlisa Kunyik, Susanne is the one who sees.

In the following article, I shall analyze Kunyik’s artwork by introducing my con-
cept of perverting performance as a subversive strategy for marginalized subjects to 
gain visual agency, as well as the possibility of visual re-constructions of feminini-
ties. The possibilities of a perverting performance can be understood in the repeated 
and parodying reversal  of  existing norms and modes of  representation that  have 
proven themselves to be normative through performative repetition in a cultural im-
age repertoire. With the concept of perverting I revisit and reappropriate a term that 
has been used to produce Otherness and alterized sexuality.

1_Preface

When, in 2018, Black British artist Sonia Boyce (b. 1962) took over the Manchester 

Art Gallery’s 18th and 19th century collection for an evening of performance and the 

filming of what was to become Six Acts (2018), the possibility of a discussion about 

the role of art institutions in relation to canon production and to the construction of 

meanings could have emerged. Instead, fixating on one particular part of the event, 

the takedown of John William Waterhouse’s painting Hylas and the Nymphs (1896), 

international media discourse focused mainly on the question of ‘freedom of art,’ the 

proclamations of a ‘publicity stunt,’ and the panicked accusations of ‘censorship’ and 

‘feminist  moralizing,’ thereby neglecting  the complexity  of  Boyce’s  artistic  work, 

which enables discourses about gender, sexuality, transgender identities, race, and na-

tionalism. Boyce brings to attention that curatorial decisions are made in museums on 

a daily basis: decisions about which artworks are exhibited and  made visible,  and 

which endure invisibility in storage. By opening up a space for visitors to engage in a 

dialogue about their own perception and interpretation of artworks and the way they 

are exhibited, Boyce’s artistic  takeover challenges to reflect on  what is given to be 

seen (zu sehen gegeben) and how.2
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In my reading of Boyce’s artistic practice I propose a perspective that feminist art 

historians have been formulating at least since the 1980s in their efforts to explore the 

exclusion of women and artists read as non-Western from academic art history: to re-

veal this scholarly discipline as a discourse formation, following the power-critical 

discourse theory of Michel Foucault.3 The achievements of early feminist art history 

are to be emphasized in the fact that supposedly neutral terms like art and its central 

categories artist, genius, quality, and creativity are scrutinized for their inherent ideo-

logical and gendered attributions.4 That  these categories are “in need of labeling” 

(“bezeichnungsbedürftig”)5 in order not to be thought of as inherently male is disclos-

ing the unmarked norm and the subject position understood as the center of art histor-

ical discourse: In her analysis of the art historical canon, first published in 1991, art 

historian Nanette Salomon points out how the subject of art history has since the 16th 

century been constituted as a  white, heterosexual, upper class male.6 Within such a 

discourse different kinds of in_visibilities are being produced. The criteria for exclud-

ing artists read as female and non-Western are established and produced as objectified 

and marginalized positions with the stigma of Otherness, and treated as exceptions.7 

Femininities, as the constructed Other of masculinities, become the latter’s projection 

surface, and the Other, as the supposed outside of the discourse, becomes a product 

and  inscription  surface  of  the  self.8 A response  to  the  critics  of  Boyce’s  artistic 

takeover in the Manchester Art Gallery who see the freedom of art being in danger 

could mean not only asking whose freedom9 is being restricted, but also to what ex-

tent a discursively generated Western concept of art is not already inscribed with a 

privileging of the gaze of some individuals at the expense of Others. 

2_Introduction

In the following article, I am going to address questions of in_visibilities and repre-

sentations  of  femininities,  their  constructions,  de-  and re-constructions  throughout 

artistic and art historical discourses. My research is based on the assumption that aes-

thetic practice and the technologies and structures of seeing strongly partake in how 

subject positions are marked as marginalized and alterized10 and thus become projec-

tion surfaces. By posing the question of how subjects who claim the field of feminini-

ties can be re-constructed in visual agency and recognition, I would like to propose 

the concept of a perverting performance (lat. pervertere as to reverse, turn around) in 
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reference to  Judith Butler’s  gender as performance. The possibilities of perverting 

performance11 can be understood in the repeated and parodying reversal of existing 

norms and modes  of  representation  that  have  proven themselves  to  be  normative 

through performative repetition.

I have developed the concept of perverting performance with and on the basis of 

the intermedial installation  Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade (2011/2012/2018) 

by Viennese artist Hannahlisa Kunyik, as it operates so distinctly with the artistic in-

tervention in the art historical subject Susanna bathing as well as with inventions in 

gendered and racialized beauty norms.12 In this way, Susanne fotografiert mich beim 

Bade deals with visual  re-constructions of the gendered and racialized Other,  and 

points to the question of how art historical discourse is involved in the constructions 

of gendered and racialized bodies.  With Kunyik’s  Susanne fotografiert  mich beim 

Bade, I choose an artwork that, in the following article, I shall interpret as linked to 

the concept of perverting performance as an offer of a subversive artistic practice that 

at the same time demands a subversive practice of seeing from its viewers.

The title  of  my article,  Re-Constructions  of  Femininities,  is  not  meant  to  give 

credit to the assumption that there is something authentically feminine that would al-

low itself to be re-constructed. Rather, femininities seem to be in need of de-construc-

tion13:  as something that  needs  to be grasped in  its  inherent  constructedness.  The 

question of femininities is not one that can be answered conclusively or homoge-

neously. By conceiving of women, as postcolonial feminist theorist Chandra Talpade 

Mohanty points out, as a homogenous, ahistorical, cross-cultural group with a shared 

experience of oppression, women are reduced to the category of gender: Sexual dif-

ference is equated with female subordination, and the power imbalance of heteronor-

mative gender binary is merely reinforced rather than challenged.14 The idea of an es-

sential femininity, a universal female experience or identity, ultimately fails to look 

beyond the perspective of  white, heterosexual, middle-class women and blocks out 

“the differences within women.”15 In order to approach the question of femininities in 

a reflective way, it seems essential to adopt an intersectional and postcolonial as well 

as anti-racist feminist perspective that understands identity-creating categories such 

as gender, race, class, and sexuality as constructions with social impact that are inter-

sected—not only in questions of discrimination, but in the way subjects constitute 

themselves and develop agency.
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Taking this into account, the question about the visibility of femininities would 

have  to  be  answered  with  performance  theorist  Peggy  Phelan  as  follows:  “The 

Woman cannot be seen.”16 For just as femininities are not masks hiding authenticity 

but rather must be understood as constructs, their pictorial enclosures are products, 

testimonies, and sites of their production and naturalization. What we see, what is 

given to be seen, are not evident realities, but representations whose symbolic mean-

ings are discursively negotiated. Thus, I am interested in understanding visually expe-

rienced representations of femininities in their constructedness. I suggest that in re-

vealing and inverting—in perverting—constructions, the possibilities of re-construc-

tions are to be found. I would like to emphasize though that a re-construction is also 

always a construction.

Issuing the question about visual re-constructions of femininities does not merely 

mean making femininities visible: Bodies that are read as female are at least visible 

throughout art history and visual culture. But to quote Phelan: “If representational 

visibility equals power, then almost-naked young  white women should be running 

Western culture.”17 Phelan’s witty quote outlines the inequality between in_visibility 

and (political) agency. Following the epistemological connection between being seen 

and being  recognized, during the last four decades, visibility has been transformed 

into a political category and is often used synonymously with the concept of recogni-

tion.18 In her extensive research on the ambivalences of in_visibility, cultural studies 

scholar Johanna Schaffer problematizes the assumption that visibility causally results 

in political power and agency, for such a notion overlooks the technical, social, politi-

cal as well as cultural manufacturedness of in_visibility, posing the question what is 

given to be seen,  how and by whom. On the one hand, being visible neither comes 

with the promise of agency nor with the promise of  positive images. On the other 

hand,  being  invisible  (being  unmarked)  does  not  mean  the  absence  of  agency.19 

In_visibility  is  materialized and produced through visual  representation.  Since the 

1980s at the latest, poststructuralist feminist research has been pointing out that visual 

representation as depiction does not reflect or mimic social realities and power rela-

tions, but rather performatively produces what it supposedly only depicts.20 Turning 

to visualizations of femininities therefore means the necessity of understanding them 

as representations in and through which gendered and racialized realities as well as 

power relations are produced, constructed, and naturalized by veiling their construct-
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edness. Making marginalized subjects intelligible in a hegemonic discourse in which 

their marginalization and alterization is initially produced carries the danger of repro-

ducing the visual constructions of their exclusions. Becoming intelligible in a certain 

system, however, necessarily always turns out to be connected with a recourse to and 

inscription in existing representational parameters and standards.21

3_Perverting Performance

The question to be negotiated, therefore, is: How can marginalized subject positions 

be represented without affirming the existing norms of representation and identity 

prescriptions  that  have  produced their  marginalization  and alterization  in  the  first 

place? How can subjects situated in the field of femininities be made visible in visual 

recognition and in agency?22 In order to represent in a recognizing way, a critique of 

representation is needed in the sense of a “work on the practices of signification” 

(“Arbeit an den Bezeichnungspraxen”)23, as art historian Silke Wenk puts it. The pos-

sibility of re-constructing femininities, which I understand as subject positions repre-

sented in recognition and agency, requires a re-reading, revision, and possible decon-

struction of existing parameters and conditions of representation and an analysis of 

the processes of their meaning-making. I see the necessity to start with the disclosure 

and defamiliarization of constructions of meaning in Butler’s remarks on the strategy 

of subversive parodying as well as in Haraway’s plea for the situatedness of knowl-

edge production: An attempt to situate oneself visually outside of existing representa-

tional  structures  would  only  deny  one’s  own  situatedness.24 Moreover,  I  refer  to 

Schaffer, who points out that “any oppositional and critical statement is dependent on 

a hegemonic system of statement,”25 in the sense that “the representational structure 

and vocabulary of the ideology of the ruling class have become established to the ex-

tent that resistance [...] must also express itself within its representational system and 

vocabulary.”26

My research makes a proposal of a possible subversion with the concept of per-

verting performance. I understand perverting performance, following Butler’s concept 

of gender as performance, as a possibility of inverting, parodying, or overturning in-

terventions into those very modes of representation of a cultural image repertoire that 

prove to be normative via performative repetition. Perverting performance functions, 

in the sense of its wording, as just such a performance: With the concept of pervert-
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ing, which has negative connotations as perversion, I choose to revisit and reappropri-

ate a term that has been used to designate and thus produce meaning for Otherness 

and alterized sexuality. Thus, I would like to encourage a revision of signification 

practice on this level as well.

As early as the 1970s, feminist artists take action by performing and parodying ex-

isting gendered and racialized social norms. Through various media, feminist artists 

critically engage with dominant systems of representation, questioning and decon-

structing identity constructions and their gender orders. What emerges as a common 

tendency is the open display of what has been rendered obscene and altered, and to 

interrogate its encodings on one’s own body.27 Feminist artists further work with per-

verting existing depictions of subjects read as female and non-Western throughout art 

history. The concept of perverting performance could also be applied, for example, in 

a reading of the intermedial photo-performance series  Untitled (Glass on Body Im-

prints)  (1972/1997)  from  Cuban-US-American  artist  Ana  Mendieta  (1948–1985), 

which is dealing with visual experiences of alterization in a cultural image repertoire. 

Engaging with two media that are often (still) ascribed authenticity in the articulation 

of evidence, the (naked) body and photography, Mendieta questions the conditions in 

which the non-white Other and the visual production and perceptibility of alterization 

are constructed. Perverting performance could also be a tool in reading the photogra-

phy series Not Manet’s Type (1997) by Black US-American artist Carrie Mae Weems 

(b. 1953). Weems demonstrates the projectional nature of visual representations by 

citing marginalizing representations and in_visibilities of Black femininities (which 

she calls up in prominent positions from the modern art historical canon), while also 

describing the process of canon production and the need for re-constructions. 

4_Hannahlisa Kunyik: Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade (2011/2012/2018)

In Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade (2011/2012/2018) by Hannahlisa Kunyik (b. 

1986), discourses of femininities are negotiated on various bodily surfaces (Fig.  1–

2).28 Composed of various media, the artwork displays different stages of artistic and 

technological  reproducibility,  thereby  complicating  the  very  notion  of  originality. 

Kunyik herself describes the artwork as  cross-medial, as it materializes in drawing, 

performance, photography, print, and sculpture.29
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Fig. 1: Hannahlisa Kunyik, Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade II, Edition 3+1, Silkscreen 
on paper, silkscreen on glass, 2012. 100 x 70 cm, 80 x 50 cm, destroyed copy. © Hannahlisa 

Kunyik

Hannahlisa  Kunyik  is  a  Vienna  based  white visual  artist  and  studied  sociologist, 

whose artistic practice is still to be discovered in broader art historical research. Kun-

yik’s intermedial artistic practice includes film and video, photography, performance, 

installation, and print. Kunyik holds a diploma in Fine Arts as well as Art and Cul-

tural  Studies from the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna.30 Artworks like  Susanne fo-

tografiert mich beim Bade strongly relate to Kunyik’s background in sociological re-

search, corresponding with her interest in the mechanisms of action of sociocultural 

structures and norms that bodies incorporate through feelings, for example shame, 

through which they in turn experience disciplining. Artistic examinations of gendered 

power relations interlace Kunyik’s work as an essential constant factor.
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Fig. 2: Hannahlisa Kunyik, Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade II, Edition 3+1, Silkscreen 
on paper, silkscreen on glass, 2012–2018. 100 x 70 cm, 80 x 50 cm, Sammlung Wien Mu-

seum/Private collection of the artist. © Hannahlisa Kunyik

Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade (II) (2012–2018) (Fig. 2) is an extremely fragile 

installation in fourfold edition (Edition 3+1) consisting of a silkscreen on paper (100 

x 70 cm) with a smaller silkscreen on glass (80 x 50 cm) placed in front of it. Given 

to be seen is a fragmented body of a person who could be perceived as white and fe-

male, and who is using mascara to dye her leg hair. The two image-bearing materials 

are arranged in a way that the printed motifs do not exactly overlap, but are rather 

placed parallel to each other in three of the four works with alternating directions of 

view, and in the fourth case are contrary to each other (see Fig. 2: 2nd from left).31 

Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade (III) is also a series of silkscreen prints on paper 

that vary in viewing direction, exposure, type of paper, size, and color and were cre-

ated in 2018 (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: Hannahlisa Kunyik, Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade III, Silkscreen on paper, 
2018. 100 x 70 cm, 80 x 50 cm, Private collection of the artist. © Hannahlisa Kunyik

The initial motif of Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade, which is reproduced in the 

prints, is a photograph taken in 2011 as a photo-performance. While performatively 

painting on herself, Kunyik lets the artist Susanne Mariacher photograph her perform-

ing in various public places in the city of Salzburg. The motif ultimately selected (Su-

sanne fotografiert mich beim Bade (I) as a C-print Fig. 4) is taken in the inner court-

yard of the Hohensalzburg Fortress.32 In the following, my analysis shall concentrate 

mainly on the glass print installations (i.e. Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade (II)). 

Later on, however, I will return to the paper prints as well as the photography and 

performance, because the artworks’ entirety underlines important points of my con-

cept of perverting performance.

What is given to be seen in Kunyik’s Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade? Who 

sees  whom? What  is  already  given-to-be-seen?  Which notions  of  femininities  are 

made recognizable in their constructedness and which possibilities of re-construction 

are formulated by and can be formulated within the artwork? In order to grasp the 

possibility of subversive reformulation by means of a perverting performance in Kun-

yik’s Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade, it is first necessary to locate the norma-

tive parameters of representation to which Kunyik refers: Here we encounter, on the 
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one hand, the popular art historical subject of Susanna bathing with the heteronorma-

tive matrix of desire formulated therein, emphasized in a hierarchized and gendered 

gaze relationship and, on the other hand, the societal call for female-read bodies to 

adhere to beauty norms as well as to code themselves as women.

Fig. 4: Hannahlisa Kunyik, Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade I, Photo-Performance, c-
Print, 2011, Private collection of the artist and Susanne Mariacher. © Hannahlisa Kunyik

5_To-be-looked-at-ness and Susanna bathing

The title of Kunyik’s artwork already opens the reference to one of the best-known 

and most-cited motifs of Western art history, the subject of  Susanna bathing, which 

emerges from the Old Testament Bible story Susanna and the Elders. Early depictions 

of Susanna, dating back to early Christian 3rd century Rome, are placed in a narrative 

sequence, and are presented as clothed bathers, inscribed with idealized notions of fe-
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male chastity and divine righteousness. Starting at the beginning of the 16th century 

in (especially Northern) Italy, Susanna is detached from the narrative context and in-

creasingly isolated into an objectifying and eroticizing act for the private sphere.33 

Thus, the moralizing and juridical impetus of the biblical narrative is increasingly ne-

glected and the theological grounding is used as a pretext to produce idealized naked 

white female bodies.34 Through depictions of Susanna bathing racialized femininities 

are produced and naturalized in their constant repetition. Representing Susanna as a 

white woman enforces a deeply racialized view on which body is thought of as virtu-

ous and ideal, which body is to be sexualized in an idealized way, and which body, in 

its omission, is not. Thereby a white, young, well-proportioned, able-bodied, hairless 

body is set as the standard ideal of female beauty.35 

The painting  Susanna Bathing (also known as  Susanna and the Elders,  around 

1555/1556) by the canonized  white Venetian artist  Jacobo Tintoretto (1518–1594), 

which can be found in Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum can be seen as an example 

of this new tradition of representation.36 I would like to relate Tintoretto’s Viennese 

Susanna Bathing to Kunyik’s Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade because of simi-

larities formulated in pose and gaze relationships, which Tintoretto raises to a com-

plex level by the addition of a mirror. I would like to highlight how femininities are 

constructed and represented in Susanna Bathing. My focus lies on the differentiation 

of gendered gaze relations, whose emergence in Susanna representations since the 

Renaissance have proven influential on Western culture,  according to art historian 

Daniela Hammer-Tugendhat.37

As the moment of representation for Susanna Bathing, Tintoretto chooses a scene 

that the Bible story does not depict as explicitly: the tense moment before Susanna 

becomes aware of the elders, two white males, watching the young woman from the 

background. This scenery allows all  viewers to  dwell  in voyeurism: Susanna, de-

picted as a seated nude in light body color (“helle Körperfarbe”),38 is already bathing 

in the garden. Susanna’s gaze is directed at the object of the narrative: her image in 

the mirror. The mirror, whose existence is not to be found in the Bible story, rein-

forces the visualization of Susanna as object to the gaze.

As cultural  studies scholar Mieke Bal points out, there is a particular focus on 

viewing in the biblical narrative: Seeing and looking not only significantly determine 

the narrative, they are also instrumentalized to construct specific gender hierarchies. 

12
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Bal identifies in the narrative the voyeuristic potential that underlies the tradition of 

Western eroticizing depictions of Susanna.39 Which leads to the question of what role 

the gaze plays in constructions of femininities in  Susanna Bathing. Susanna, in the 

text as in the image, is to be seen as an example of ambivalent in_visibility: Although 

she is seen extensively, she is denied the status of a recognized subject endowed with 

agency. Biblical scholar Jennifer A. Glancy also highlights the connection between 

gender representations and gendered gaze regimes in the Bible story.40 She develops 

her analysis with reference to film theorists Laura Mulvey and Teresa de Lauretis. 

Glancy analyzes the elders and later the prophet Daniel as the subjects of the Bible 

story—they are the acting, seeing, and speaking parts. Susanna, on the other hand, be-

comes the object of the narrative—she is looked at and desired, she is spoken about, 

while she herself does not speak out to tell her version of the story. Glancy analyzes 

that “the story does not allow us to share her vision.”41

This sentence can equally well be applied to Tintoretto’s Susanna. The perspectival 

composition  does  not  allow  viewers  to  share  Susanna’s  self-gaze  in  the  mirror. 

Rather, the central perspective allows for a pictorial composition that directs all gaze 

towards Susanna as an object of voyeuristic desire. Central perspective representation 

allows the body to be experienced in supposedly realistic and idealizing wholeness. 

However, as art historian Sigrid Schade elaborates, the whole body (der  ganze Kör-

per) is constructed only out of its dissection. Schade refers to the Albertine window in 

Albrecht Dürer’s woodcut Draughtsman Making a Perspective Drawing of a Reclin-

ing Woman (Der Zeichner des liegenden Weibes, 1538): Claiming to reproduce a neu-

tral and objective copy of the visible world, a transparent grid is placed between the 

artist and the object’s body as well as on the paper. The fact that the grid is later ren-

dered invisible denies the constructedness of the representation and passes it off as 

naturalistic.42 At the same time (and this is a much-discussed subject of feminist art 

criticism), the possibility of voyeuristic looking is formed in the central-perspective-

gaze from a spatial distance, which proves to be constitutive of the female nude since 

the early modern period: “It is a gaze that itself does not want to be seen, because it  

feeds on the desire to look.”43 The elders, shifted into the background, merely stage 

the scene intended for the viewers of the painting: the desirous looking at Susanna. 

The viewers are offered the best view of Susanna, they are allowed the perspective 

promise of the  hortus conclusus—they are the real voyeurs.44 In the construction of 
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this detached and eroticized nude, as art historians Marianne Koos and Daniela Ham-

mer-Tugendhat observe, male sexualized violence and the perpetration of the elders is 

rendered invisible,  while the voyeuristic desire is  transferred to  the gaze of those 

looking at the image.45 

An ideal image of a nude white female body is constructed, which is represented in 

the stereotype of passive beauty. Susanna represents white femininity as to-be-looked-

at-ness, not as a subject in agency, but as an object to the gaze.46 Laura Mulvey has 

already pointed  out  that  little  authenticity  can  be  found in the  position  of  to-be-

looked-at-ness;  it  functions  as a  projection surface of a  desire  understood as het-

eronormatively masculine and  white and is being coded accordingly. In this under-

standing, Susanna is not only denied the status of empowered subjectivity but is also 

drawn into the responsibility for her being-looked-at-ness in an idea of female ideality 

oscillating between “embodying beauty and seduction while simultaneously remain-

ing absolutely chaste.”47 Deeply racialized in emphasizing Susanna’s light body color, 

underlined by the white fabric—a white body as a desirable body is constructed. By 

reproducing the supposedly desiring looks of the white male elders onto Susanna, not 

only is heteronormative sexuality reinforced, but also the white male is posited as en-

titled to (look at) the  white woman’s body. The trope of  to-be-looked-at-ness could 

not be applied in the same way to non-white female nudes or bathers or non-white 

viewers throughout art history because it does not take the colonizing implications of 

the gaze into account.

In criticizing this subject-object dichotomy of seeing, film theorist and art historian 

Kaja Silverman emphasizes that the problem is not being the object of the desiring 

look but serving as a projection screen for an invisible subject.48 The desiring looks 

attempt to legitimize themselves in the position of to-be-looked-at-ness and formulate 

a problematic shift of the narrative from attempted rape to being seduced. Another 

problem of this gaze relationship is that it constructs, stages, and thus naturalizes not 

only heteronormative gender binary in the perpetuation of heteronormative desire but 

also heteronormative whiteness as a norm.49 The fact that the desiring gaze is not only 

projected onto the (female-read) body from the outside is made clear in Tintoretto’s 

painting by the addition of the mirror: Susanna’s gaze at her own reflection also rein-

forces her status as an object of voyeuristic gazes.50 What is often mistaken for an ex-

pression of gendered narcissism should rather be understood as an internalization of 
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controlling gazes, as self-monitoring and disciplining in the compliance with social 

norms.

So, what does Susanna see? What image might be framed by Tintoretto’s mirror? 

Wouldn’t Susanna’s look into the mirror show her an image similar to Kunyik’s frag-

mentary  corporeality  in  Susanne  fotografiert  mich  beim  Bade?  Kunyik’s  artwork 

takes up the motif of Susanna bathing, references itself within the framework of this 

system of representation, and reverses the gaze relationship by parodying and pervert-

ing the idea of a white heteronormative male desirous gaze: Susanna is no longer the 

bather being observed. Susanne as the photographer becomes the subject of the gaze, 

enabling the viewer to share her vision.

6_Woman in the Picture—Woman as Image?

Kunyik’s subversive perverting of the subject of Susanna bathing, however, is not 

only based in the reversal of subject and object. As Silverman already makes clear, 

the marginalizing representation of femininities does not lie in being the object of de-

sire.51 Rather, the problem lies in negated agency and lack of recognition as well as in 

the attempts of a subject that remains invisible to determine its own identity through 

the differentiation of a gendered and racialized Other, thereby producing visibility for 

the Other as an image. What has begun in Susanna Bathing with the withdrawal of 

the elders and the isolation of Susanna as a white, sexualized, and passively idealized 

object of contemplation denotes an inscription of Susanna into an image-status (Bild-

Status) that is ascribed to the female coded and racialized Other by using her body “as 

an embodiment of ‘something else,’ as a sign for ‘something else’.”52 The woman as  

image (Die Frau als Bild), a concept established by art historian Silvia Eiblmayr, acts 

as a projection surface onto which an invisible (here primarily white, male, heterosex-

ually perceived) subject transfers its own deficiencies and desires and establishes its 

own identity through the differentiation of the (female) Other.53 At the same time, 

Eiblmayr assumes an “equation of the woman or the female body with the object real-

ity of the artwork” and formulates a fundamental “representative constitution” of bod-

ies read as female.54 According to Eiblmayr, artistic subversion in the self-representa-

tion of female artists is only possible in affirming and identifying with the status as  

image.55 
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For Silverman, assuming an image-status is a necessity in order for the object of 

the gaze to be perceived: Assuming a pose (the “anticipatory congealing of the body”) 

is already the element of a “pre-photographic photograph.”56 Assuming a pose in an 

image-status  is  connected  with  designing  oneself  as an  image  and  with  Lacan’s 

mimicry, i.e. mapping oneself in an image, although Silverman does not yet conceptu-

alize the mere reproduction of a pose (mimicry) as subversive. She maintains an ele-

ment of agency by postulating that subjects can actively resist appropriation by the 

image, i.e. fixation in an image-status.57 Art and media studies scholar Kerstin Bran-

des’ research into the possibility of keeping the image-status of the Other in motion 

and out of the fixation as an image also assumes “affirmation and deconstruction of 

dominant formations.”58 By inscribing herself as a bather, which means that she is 

making herself visible through this trope of white femininities, Kunyik identifies with 

her image-status. But contrary to the idea of the constructed ideal of white feminini-

ties the protagonist appears not in idealizing features—not nude, not hairless, not ob-

viously female, and with varying body colors from light to dark due to the printing 

process.  Furthermore,  by painting onto her own body, she reveals the  representa-

tional constitution of the body, on whose surfaces meaning is negotiated. Kunyik’s 

work recapitulates the idealizations and devaluations negotiated in representations of 

femininities. In revealing and perverting ideals of femininities and their differentia-

tions based on beauty norms, she succeeds in parodying and deconstructing their im-

age-status.

7_Body Coding and Beauty Norms

How are bodily surfaces being coded as female? Not only do bodies have to be desig-

nated as such before they can be read as  female, the designations must also be per-

formed. Butler’s example of the postnatal exclamation “It’s a girl!” always implies 

“You will be girl!” in a heteronormative understanding, as queer feminist thinker Sara 

Ahmed writes: “Sex is given as an assignment; homework.”59 The visible surfaces 

and materialities of the body, both skin and hair, become a stage on which this assign-

ment is  acted out.  The discourse of body hair,  in particular,  is  strongly gendered. 

Across race and class lines, the practices of body hair removal (of leg, arm, armpit, 

and pubic hair) while simultaneously emphasizing head hair and highlighting eye-

lashes and eyebrows via the application of makeup still largely serve a contemporary 
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Western cosmetics industry as performative acts to designate embodied femininities.60 

The Western beauty industry continuously produces images of what  women have to 

look like or in which images one has to inscribe oneself in order to be perceived as a  

woman. To be perceived is important here, because to be signified, to be coded (be-

zeichnet), with meanings that are discursively negotiated, is to be designated, to be 

scanned as the signified as well—scanned like the barcode of the little mascara bottle 

in Kunyik’s work. One can speak of a social pressure on women to code themselves 

as women, which in this case means to follow beauty norms.

Looking back in time reveals that the treatment of body hair has changed histori-

cally. Hair removal practices can be traced back to antiquity and beyond the borders 

of the Global North and have historically been by no means limited to women. The 

contemporary removal of female body hair is a “practice shaped by a white culture of 

dominance.”61 As a Western beauty standard especially for white women, hairlessness 

became established in the USA between 1915 and 1945 and is associated with chang-

ing fashion trends that allow more visible skin as well as with a profit-oriented cos-

metics industry. In Europe, this development began later, but by the beginning of the 

2000s hairlessness seems to have established itself as the norm in Central Europe.62 

Common justifications for removing body hair include the desire to differentiate be-

tween male and female, thus solidifying the idea of a heteronormative gender binary 

(although this is certainly in flux), to establish attractiveness and youthfulness, and 

basically to conform to the common norm. Visible body hair, on the other hand, is as-

sociated with ideas of monstrosity, scruffiness, loss of control, shame and taboo, and 

stereotypes of lesbian/non-binary and feminist identities.63 The “hairless ideal”64 has 

also long been considered the norm in art history.65 Alice Macdonald, exploring the 

cultural origins of female hairlessness, traces the hairless ideal back to antiquity.66 Re-

naissance nudes such as  Susanna Bathing follow and reinforce the bodily ideals of 

antiquity,  and  in  the  beauty-oriented  classicist  theories  of  art  following  Johann 

Joachim Winckelmann, body hair is regarded as a threat.67

Art historian Katharina Sykora, in her research on representations of femininities, 

the monstrous, and the Other, points out that the normative and idealized aesthetics, 

as represented by the classicist theories of art, emerged in the 18th century as a differ-

entiation  from increasingly biologized  deviations.  In  the  normalization of  a  white 

male bourgeois will to power, one’s own superiority had to be legitimized by the infe-
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riority of Others. The notion of supposedly natural differences in terms of race and 

gender is produced in the 18th/19th century primarily by scientific and biological 

means. Sykora dates images of full-body-haired wild women back to the 15th century, 

situated in discourses negotiating the boundaries of Eurocentric civilization: The wild 

and monstrous woman, Sykora states, is always perceived as a disruption of unam-

biguous gender ascriptions and her image is used to call upon the European woman to 

discipline her body. Moreover, in the course of the development of racist theories of 

classification, white idealized femininity is formulated in differentiation to treated as 

monstrous  Black and non-white femininity.  This  normalization of  the female-read 

body is negotiated through visual representations. If body hair is represented, it is to 

highlight an allegedly excessive and animalistic sexuality, marginalization, and alteri-

zation.68 This means that negative examples are actively created to control and disci-

pline female bodies to code themselves as female. Tintoretto’s Susanna Bathing oper-

ates with the element of internalizing controlling looks at the female body in the en-

forcement of beauty norms and the sanctioning and affective disciplining through 

shame, which is always understood as invested as a female phenomenon.69

The ideal female body (one that is ought to be desired) in the Global North, pro-

duced and naturalized  throughout  art  history,  is  always understood as  one that  is 

white, young, able-bodied, hairless, and mostly thin. Especially for non-white women, 

these beauty norms cannot be achieved. By imposing unrealistic beauty standards on 

the female body, Western cosmetics industry exercises a specific form of violence on 

non-white bodies. In order not to be socially sanctioned or to be exposed to physical 

violence, it is deemed necessary to literally work on one’s own body. Examining so-

cial impacts of body hair, Women and Gender Studies scholar Breanne Fahs points 

out that women who are already discriminated through racism and classism feel more 

pressured to adhere to beauty norms like the hairless ideal.70 

In Kunyik’s case, the practice of dyeing leg hair is to be understood as a reversal of 

the beauty norms placed on women, such as applying makeup and shaving. A moment 

of confusion arises because mascara is used here to dye leg hair rather than eyelashes. 

What could have been a normative gender identity performing act, painting the eye-

lashes with mascara or removing leg hair, is perverted into an action that exposes the 

absurdity and possibly the arbitrariness of beauty norms to sexualize and fetishize one 

hair (head hair, eyelashes, eyebrows) and denigrate other body hair. 
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Kunyik borrows the dyeing and painting of leg hair from the field of drag perfor-

mances. Kunyik herself performed as a drag king for two years before studying Fine 

Arts and states that a friend of hers used leg hair dyeing as drag practice. The prac-

tices of drag are known for citing, exaggerating, and parodying gender norms. Butler 

names  drag  and travesty  as  a  possibility  of  subversive  and denaturalizing  perfor-

mance, because here not only are social constructions of gender identities exposed 

and alienated, but at the same time the idea that there is a natural gender identity is 

parodied.71 Kunyik incorporates the two sides of projections into Susanne, on the one 

hand, the idealization in the call to follow beauty norms and, on the other hand, the 

degradation, the fear of the supposedly wild and unclassifiable, of what is outcast, and 

not-heteronormative that is given-to-be-seen in women’s body hair.

8_Movement on the Screen—Body Image in Motion

So far, I have considered the possibility of intervening in (representational) norms on 

the level of content. In the following, I would like to turn to the technical and formal 

aspects and materialities that enable subversion and re-constructions of femininities in 

Kunyik’s Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade. I will take a closer look at the frag-

mentary representation of the body, the possible perspectival disruption, and the glass, 

thereby discussing the notions of looking and the gaze.

Susanne fotografiert  mich beim Bade is  composed standing on the ground and 

leaning against a wall or similar support. The larger paper print lies vertical against 

the wall, maintained standing only by the smaller glass print. Fragility is given to the 

artwork not only by the glass plate, which is only two millimeters thin and extremely 

fragile, but also by the otherwise unfixed nature of the paper material, which has been 

alienated into standing. Due to the specific materialities, the image on the glass al-

ways appears less solid than the image on paper. It partly looks more like a reflection 

or mirroring of the paper print,  especially where the printed areas overlap,  which 

varies depending on the version. The material permeability of the glass print also al-

lows the two layers to constantly merge into one another, as the thicker areas of the 

paper print become more prominent. This results in a strong communication between 

glass and paper, which often does not allow for a quick answer as to which layer and 

which material forms the foreground and which the background. In this way, Kun-

yik’s artwork variously challenges the viewer to question their way of seeing. It re-
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quires a permanent re-vision of what is in front and what is behind. A change in the 

position of the viewer’s gaze is called for—the installation opens up in a particularly 

interesting way when the viewers place themselves at  the same level  as  Susanne. 

Through the positioning of the two prints, the artwork takes on a sculptural character. 

If the light falls favorably on the installation (in the best case from above) it produces 

another image through the casting of shadows: The space between glass and paper al-

lows the image contours of the glass print to construct a third image on the paper. In 

this way, the installation illudes a moment of three-dimensionality of the fragmentar-

ily represented body.

On a technical level, Kunyik also inverts notions of idealized and supposedly natu-

ral/prediscursive femininities. While the voyeuristic viewers still observe Tintoretto’s 

Susanna Bathing in her idealized wholeness, Kunyik’s  Susannes offer a view of a 

subject in fragmentary form. The fragmentation of the body, which refuses an ideal-

ized wholeness and reveals its constructedness, can be understood as a subversive 

strategy, following Schade, Wenk as well as Brandes.72 The sculptural character of 

Kunyik’s installation,  which allows shadows to be cast  by the incidence of light, 

opens up the possibility of remaining in motion, of not fixing oneself in an image, 

with the potential of creating a new and at the same time always fleeting image. The 

glass materiality enables a constant exchange of the images imprinted on the two im-

age-bearing materials, glass and paper, as they overlap, intertwine and do not stand 

still. In the way they are intermedially developed and installed, Kunyik’s  Susannes 

also confuse the central perspective, not only the idealizing central perspective of Su-

sanna Bathing, but the gaze of the camera organized by central perspective as well. 

By prompting the viewers to question and change their position, Kunyik’s Susannes 

succeed in keeping the viewer’s position in motion. Thus, neither looking from a cer-

tain point nor one’s own gaze can be grasped as universal.

9_Perverting the Gaze—Kaja Silverman: The Cultural Image Repertoire

How to read the doubling of the image on the glass? How to understand the material-

ity of glass? As a material, glass is characterized not only by a particular fragility, but 

also by its inherent “transparency and reflective capacity,” which “points beyond its 

own materiality.”73 With the possibility of transparency and reflection, glass allows a 

constant communication with its surrounding materials. Glass plates placed in front of 
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artistic works are familiar from an exhibition context. But unlike a glass plate used 

for protection in a museum, the glass in Kunyik’s  Susanne fotografiert mich beim 

Bade does not cover the entire work. Kunyik herself associates the glass plate with 

the character of a frame fixating the paper. But what is framed? What is rendered out-

side the frame? I would like to propose a reading of the glass as a metaphorical visu-

alization and simultaneous perverting of what is called, with Kaja Silverman, the cul-

tural image repertoire.74 Kunyik’s artwork raises not only the question of what is 

given to be seen and how, of what is made in_visible and how. It also poses for reflec-

tion how we look and perceive, thus drawing attention to the fact, that the im/possibil-

ities of looking are also socially and culturally shaped (and thereby malleable).

Kaja Silverman suggests that the gaze is never neutral, as it is charged with all that 

is  socioculturally  already  given-to-be-seen (in  the  sense  of  dominant  meanings).75 

Taking Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic concepts of screen, gaze, and look as a start-

ing point, Silverman critically examines visual regimes and extends Lacan’s concept 

to include the possibility of agency.76 For the field of vision Silverman differentiates 

between look and gaze, whereby look is to be understood as individual, embodied vi-

sion, characterized by lack, desire, and the imaginary of the seeing subject, and gaze 

as ideologically implicated and functioning as “the presence of others as such.”77 Sil-

verman agrees with Lacan that in order for a subject to constitute itself, it is depen-

dent on being seen by an Other.78 Being seen and recognized as a subject requires as-

suming an image-status, designing oneself for the camera/gaze in the representational 

possibilities that the cultural image repertoire holds in store. According to Silverman, 

a screen, defined as a cultural image repertoire, mediates between the seeing subjects 

and the gaze:  “The full  range of representational  coordinates which are culturally 

available  at  a  particular  moment  in  time  constitute  what  I  have  been  calling  the 

‘screen,’ and those which propose themselves with a certain inevitability the ‘given-

to-be-seen’.”79 Silverman locates the screen “‘inside’ us”80 and describes it in its “fun-

damentally photographic ‘consistency’” as a kind of camera lens: “But it is not only 

that this imaginary camera lens intervenes between the world and our look, structur-

ing what we see in photographic terms, but also that we experience ourselves-as-spec-

tacle in relation to it.”81 Through the cultural image repertoire, subjects are constituted 

and at the same time differentiated along the categories of class, race, sexuality, gen-

der, age, and nationality.82 The cultural image repertoire always operates in both di-
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rections: On the one hand, it describes the ways in which subjects are constituted 

through the gaze and, on the other hand, how subjects experience themselves in the 

gaze.83

In Kunyik’s installation, the glass print placed in front of the paper print disrupts 

not only what is given to be seen, but also how it is seen. By not operating as a kind 

of frame in front of the image, as an invisible or transparent element of protection for 

a (museum) object, the glass moves itself into the image and draws attention to itself

—comparable to the screen, which operates mostly invisibly between the gaze and 

the subject. Let us imagine the glass as a visualization of the cultural image reper-

toire, as the screen that we place in front of everything we see: What is given-to-be-

seen poses confusion because of the dyeing of leg hair, and it makes us charge what 

we see with certain meanings, meanings that are culturally, socially, and historically 

shaped. Kunyik designs herself for the camera as an image, within the possibilities 

given in the cultural image repertoire, but she does not let herself be taken over by the 

image. Projecting the image onto the glass plate, Kunyik demonstrations that her im-

age-status is always already given-to-be-seen and invites the gaze to reflect. Just like 

the cultural image repertoire, the glass print is limited: At the edges, some elements 

remain invisible and cannot be perceived. According to Silverman, there is always the 

possibility of re-evaluating what is seen and formulating new meanings in a collective 

act. On a second look, the dyeing of leg hair may not be so confusing after all:

Fortunately, however, no look ever takes place once and for all. Rather, each act 
of spectation is subject to a complex series of conscious and unconscious ‘vicis-
situdes:’ which can completely transform the value of what is originally seen,  
and which cannot be easily predicted in advance. […] if the look acts in concert  
with enough other looks, it can reterritorialize the screen, bringing new elements 
into cultural prominence, and casting into darkness those which presently consti-
tute normative representation. Under such necessarily collective conditions, the 
look could significantly change how the camera/gaze ‘photographs’ the world.84

10_Medial Reproduction and Perverting Performance

In  Susanne fotografiert  mich beim Bade Kunyik operates through two techniques, 

which can be both understood in their claim of a realistic reproduction of the visible 

world  and  in  expressing  a  high  degree  of  reproducibility:  photography  and 

(silkscreen) print. Kunyik engages critically with a concept that is charged with es-

sentialist  notions—the concept of the original.85 Which  Susanne can be called the 

original? Although part of an artwork, each print (on paper as well as on glass) is an 
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original and unique in its renewal of the motif. No Susanne of the glass print installa-

tion Edition 3+1 resembles another. Especially the many paper prints show a great va-

riety. Due to the variations in paper and differing color composition, due to supposed 

errors in the printing process with more or less moisture, and probably also simply as 

a rejection of uniformity, there is a great diversity in the artworks (see Fig. 3): Be-

sides the black color prints, there are red and blue  Susannes, prints without a face, 

prints  with  dissolved  body  outlines,  a  fleeting  paling  of  the  painting  action,  and 

stronger shading and darkening of the lighter body color. The photography can be 

identified as the initial motif, but it merely fixates the performance in the image from 

which the pose originates.  Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade locates Susanne on 

one side, behind the camera, as the subject of the gaze, and the I (mich) in the image 

on the other side of the camera. Someone  photographing me doing something ex-

presses at the same time a notion of evidence: the I has been bathing at that particular 

moment—Roland Barthes’ moment of “having-been-there,”86 with which he denotes 

the claim to reality and the indexicality of photography. Brandes, however, shows 

with Rosalind Krauss that photographic evidence stands in a “paradoxical original-

copy relationship, […] in which ‘original’ and ‘copy’ stand in a reciprocal constitut-

ing relationship and at the same time turn into each other in repetition.”87 What is 

given to be seen in the photograph is the status as image that the subject occupies.88 

However, as previously discussed, the pose struck in front of the camera is once more 

a quotation of an image already existing in the cultural image repertoire.

Kunyik’s  Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade cites and perverts gaze relation-

ships related to the subject of Susanna bathing, the idea of an unmarked viewing posi-

tion and the heteronormative desire articulated therein, as well as notions of idealized 

and devalued femininities and beauty norms, and repeats the inversions intermedially: 

in the de-notation of the body, in the photograph, in the silkscreen prints on paper and 

on glass, even the shadow cast on the printed glass repeats the created image—in a 

perverting performance. Kunyik re-constructs a fragmented body that refuses an ide-

alizing wholeness, on whose surface the codes for femininities and their possibilities 

and limitations are questioned. She re-constructs a body that eludes essentialist and 

homogenizing notions of femininities and presents possibilities of a different desire 

beyond heteronormative gender binary.
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11_Conclusion

Art historical discourses strongly partake in constructing in_visibilities and represen-

tations  of  femininities.  As  Sonia  Boyce’s  aforementioned artistic  intervention  has 

shown, not only are in_visibilities in constant need to be performed, but also the art 

historical discourse that produces them must be performed over and over to pose it-

self as normative. However, the need for reiteration comes, as Judith Butler points 

out, with the possibility of disruption and thereby malleability. 

I have proposed my concept of perverting performance, following Judith Butler’s 

gender as performance, as one possible answer to the question of visual re-construc-

tions  of  femininities.  My  research  question  was  to  reveal  how  subject  positions 

marked as marginalized and alterized can be represented and made visible in visual 

agency and recognition without affirming the existing norms of representation and 

identity prescriptions that have produced their marginalization and alterization in the 

first place. In doing so, my investigation focused on subjects who lay claim to the 

field of femininities that eludes homogenization. I proposed that in revealing and in-

verting—in perverting—constructions, the possibilities of re-constructions and differ-

entiated in_visibilities can be found. In this way, I have articulated the concept of per-

verting performance as a possibility of reversing and  parodying  interventions into 

precisely  those  modes  of  representation  of  a  cultural  image  repertoire  that  have 

proven  themselves  to  be  normative  through  performative  repetition. Taking  Han-

nahlisa Kunyik’s  Susanne fotografiert mich beim Bade as an example, I examined 

how traditional modes of representation can be cited, perverted, and kept in motion in 

their constant repetition. I understand Kunyik’s artwork as a re-construction of femi-

ninities visually claiming agency and recognition through a perverting performance.
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